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Power of the Crowd for an Active City Agenda
Biking. Walking. Parks & Rec. Public Spaces.

NEW? CLICK
HERE

1. Parkways for People: 6 Amazing Ideas for QED
Last night, we held a community
discussion for reimagining the Queen
Elizabeth Driveway. (Discussions to
follow for other parkways.)
The most discussed topic was what
could be done with the green space
between Pretoria and Fifth if we
removed traffic and let this land take its
place as a natural urban park.

Some amazing ideas came forward. Here are 6 of our favourites for what we could
do with traffic-free green space on QED between Pretoria and Fifth:
1. Provide more services, such as pop-up cafes, washrooms and drinking
water, along with significantly more seating right next to the Canal.
2. Create a hub for urban winter activities.
i. Start with huts, fires and food services to help people keep warm.
ii. Maintain a new winter trail alongside the Rideau Canal, to complement
other urban winter trails in Ottawa, for skiing, fat biking and snow
shoeing.
iii. Flood part of the roadway to create a climate-proof skating area, parallel
to the Rideau Canal Skateway.
iv. Have a "learn-to-ski/learn-to-skate" focus, providing new Canadians and
others with an opportunity to better embrace winter.
v. Create a space for Winterlude-like attractions available all season.
3. Use the space to recognise that we are on unceded territory of the Algonquin
Anishinabek nation and, through early engagement, consider how this space
could be used to advance reconciliation.
4. Leave plenty of greenspace for people to imagine their own uses -- picnics,
gatherings, catch, badminton, ...
5. Create a hub for renting canoes, SUPs and kayaks. Explore if we could
safely have an in-water swimming structure.
6. Install public art, including from indigenous artists.

2. Word on the Street
Some of what the community has been talking about recently.
Parkways for People was interviewed by CBC's Ottawa Morning to talk about
Queen Elizabeth Driveway and how to manage the issue of traffic (replay).
Also, we won an Awesome Foundation award to "forward the interest of
awesome in the universe". Thank you Awesome Ottawa!
The Gatineau Park parkways are now open exclusively to active users until
the spring. Enjoy a ride before the snow comes, and a ski after.
Paris released its plan to invest €250m over the next five years to build 180
km of protected bike lanes and triple bike parking spots to 180,000.

km of protected bike lanes and triple bike parking spots to 180,000.
Following a recent crash at Bank and Riverside, is it time to build a second
Billings Bridge?
Bike Ottawa shone a light on secrecy around LRT-related road work -- well
done in pushing back and preventing future discussions on public spaces
from taking place behind closed doors.

3. This Week's Big Idea: How to Address the Issue
of Commuter Traffic on Parkways
We have only heard one objection to
parkways for people; namely, that
parkways are needed to accommodate
Ottawa commuter traffic and alleviate
congestion on other roads.
It's important that we listen to all
stakeholders, and here's how we are
thinking about the issue. Do you have
any feedback or suggestions? Send
to info@parkwaysforpeople.ca

Many of us have cars and like to drive on parkways. But parkways are public
spaces, and the convenience of driving shouldn't automatically take priority
over other uses of these spaces - such as providing communities with a
unique venue for exercise, creating "ride-and-roll" super highways, or even
having these repurposed for other uses as green spaces.
Is there a better arrangement for cars and active users to share the

Is there a better arrangement for cars and active users to share the
roadways? Are weekends really the only time that cars can make space for
others?
Let's better involve City traffic services to prevent diversions from parkways
onto side streets.
Can we run pilots to accurately model the traffic impact? Let's understand
whether "traffic evaporation" might happen and naturally solve some of the
concerns.
An important starting point is to remember that NCC parkways were built to help
people better access the green spaces and waterways in the region; not to
alleviate traffic. NCC documents and Ottawa's new Official Plan are both clear that
NCC parkways are not a solution to managing traffic. How we think about using
parkways in the future should not be based on how these were used in the
past.
Do you have other thoughts on how we address the concern that repurposed
parkways would create traffic congestion?

4. They Want to Hear From You
The Powers That Be want to hear from you. You know the drill!
The NCC is running a survey of your opinions of the 2021 active parkways.
Please consider completing this survey as it will be an important data point for
the NCC in planning for next year. Until October 31.
The NCC has a survey on the Fall Rhapsody (including the shuttle)
program, until October 28.
The City of Ottawa has a survey on budget priorities for 2022, open until
November 2.

5. Your Dent in the Universe
Change starts with hundreds of small actions by the community. Here are easy
ways to create a better tomorrow.

1. This week, we have a simple ask.
Have a look at Twitter and join the
discussion there for the up-to-the-minute
thinking on reimagining parkways and
the active city agenda.
Find and follow us @ParkwaysPeople
2. As light rail expands south, South Keys will be eventually redeveloped -- but will
this get done as a model for a 15-minute neighbourhood outside of a city core?
Join a community discussion on 2 November (7:30pm) to help get this right.
3. Be Heard. Fill out the surveys or join the public consultations listed above.
4. Still reading ... then you've got to forward this message to someone who
cares as much as you do about building a better Ottawa!
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